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tracking for robotic applications tobias hollarek technische universität münchen june 5, 2012 1/25. outline 1
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representation 6 practical demonstration 7 questions linear rgb-d slam for planar environments - vast
literature in the visual slam, we provide a brief overview of state-of-the-art typical approaches and some slam
methods utilizing planar structures. many successful slam algorithms have been developed using either point
features (indirect) or high gradient pixels (direct). representatives of them are an evaluation of the rgb-d
slam system - first-mm - an evaluation of the rgb-d slam system felix endres 1jürgen hess nikolas engelhard
jürgen sturm 2daniel cremers wolfram burgard1 abstract—we present an approach to simultaneous localization and mapping (slam) for rgb-d cameras like the monorgbd-slam: simultaneous localization and
mapping using both monocular and rgbd cameras - yuichitaguchi - heuristically chose between an rgbd
slam approach and an 8-point ransac based monocular slam depending on the availability of depth information
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university of kentucky, lexington, ky 40506 abstract with the increasing popularity of rgb-depth (rgb-d) sensors
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30, no. 1, february 2014 1 3d mapping with an rgb-d camera - uni-freiburg - ieee transactions on
robotics, vol. 30, no. 1, february 2014 2 point-to-line metric [5]. recent approaches demonstrate that the robot
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betweenindividualframesand/or
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